
 

Weissler Weekly 
August 20th- 24th 

First Week -We had an excellent first week of school! The children are 

working together nicely and I am very proud of their efforts so far! Please help your children be ready for 

school each day by making sure they get enough sleep each night, limiting television, and providing a 

healthy breakfast. Studies have shown that children ages 5 through 12 need 10-11 hours of sleep each 

night. 

EMAIL- Please indicate in the response 

section below how often you check your email 

(daily, weekly, hardly ever).  

Snack and water - Please continue to 

remember to send a healthy snack and fresh 

water bottle with your children every day.  

Homework -  Your children need to make their spelling flashcards this weekend.  Please have them 

write each word on a separate index card that have been provided for them.  I will send home a newsletter 

each Friday, so the children can make their flashcards over the weekend.  Usually, this will be the only 

weekend homework assignment.  They will be tested on the words each Friday.  Reading logs are sent 

home every Monday. The children should be reading at least 15 minutes each night. On the weekends, 

they are to write a approximately 4 sentence summary on what they read throughout the week. The 

completed reading log is turned in the following Monday. Please be sure your child is completing 

homework neatly, with his/her first and last name and the date written on the assignment. 
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Home Folders – Please check your children’s backpack for their home folder every night.  This is 

where you will find important papers and communications from me. Please empty the “Keep at 

home” side on most nights to help with organization.  

 

 

 

Spelling List 

   Break between "consonant twins"  

matter padded flossing dresser puppet 

runner saddest filling dinnershaggy  

______________________________________________________________ 
**This section is for you!  Please feel free to write any questions/comments/concerns you may 

have for me in this space.  Please sign and return so I’ll know you have read this newsletter. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


